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Suspending self-propelled ‘pushers’ in a liquid lowers its viscosity.
We study how this phenomenon depends on system size in bacterial
suspensions using bulk rheometry and particle-tracking rheoimag-
ing. Above the critical bacterial volume fraction needed to decrease
the viscosity to zero, φc ≈ 0.75%, large-scale collective motion
emerges in the quiescent state and the flow becomes non-linear. We
confirm a theoretical prediction that such instability should be sup-
pressed by confinement. Our results also show that a recent appli-
cation of active liquid crystal theory to such systems is untenable.
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Suspensions of self-propelled particles (1) show surprising1

properties due to time-reversal symmetry breaking (2, 3)2

and the unique flow fields associated with self-propulsion (4).3

Different classes of self-propelled particles exist, differing in4

the symmetry of these flows (5). A motile Escherichia coli5

bacterium propelling itself using a helical flagellar bundle6

powered by rotary motors is a ‘pusher’. Chlamydomonas algae,7

which swim by beating two flagella at the front of each cell,8

are ‘pullers’. The symmetries of the corresponding flow fields9

have a definite influence on the ability to generate collective10

motion: at sufficiently high concentration, but still rather11

dilute, suspensions of pusher swimmers exhibit orientational12

instabilities and collective motion, while suspensions of pullers13

remain stable (6, 7).14

In an external flow field, the presence of shear influences15

greatly the average swimming orientations and consequently16

the stress generated by the micro-swimmers (8). For a suspen-17

sion of pushers at low-shear, hydrodynamic theories predict18

an alignment of the swimming direction. This enhances the19

applied shear stress and leads to a apparent viscosity that de-20

creases with increasing volume fraction of cell bodies, φ, i.e. a21

negative viscosity increment (NVI). Symmetry again holds22

the key: pullers are not predicted to show NVI, and indeed a23

positive viscosity increment was found in Chlamydomonas sus-24

pensions using cone-plate rheometry (9). For pushers, NVI was25

inferred in Bacillus subtilis in non-rheometric geometries (10),26

and directly measured for E. coli in a microfluidic rheometer27

(11, 12) and in a cylindrical Couette geometry (13). Through-28

out this work, viscosity refers to a global rheological measure29

of sample’s properties (sometimes known as the ‘apparent30

viscosity’); the local viscosity experienced by a bacterium is31

equal to the viscosity of the surround aqueous medium under32

all conditions: the drag from this unchanged local viscosity33

remains the source of flagellar propulsion.34

These advances notwithstanding, bacterial NVI is far from35

understood. In particular, the so-called ‘superfluidity regime’36

of vanishing and then negative effective viscosity (13) predicted 37

by theory (14) remains mysterious. Indirect observations 38

imply a possible connection with the emergence of large-scale 39

collective motion (15). The latter is expected by continuum 40

kinetic theory to be strongly affected by confinement (16, 41

17). Separately, a recent application of active liquid crystal 42

theory to NVI implies that this phenomenon should be strongly 43

system-size dependent (18). 44

System size dependence is long known and substantially 45

understood in equilibrium phase transitions near critical points 46

(19) and in kinetically-arrested materials such as polymer films 47

(20). These bodies of work show that probing system-size 48

effects can generate new fundamental insights, e.g., into the 49

putative role of divergent length scales. 50

Size dependence has often been suggested for active mat- 51

ter. For example, the effect of confinement on the flocking 52

transition in the Vicsek model has long been debated. Recent 53

simulations find that this transition disappears when bound- 54

aries are removed, but is recovered for scale-free interactions 55

(21). Theories predict a variety of size-dependent effects in 56

other active systems (see (22) and refs inside). However, these 57

predictions, including ones concerning NVI and collective mo- 58

tion, have seldom been experimentally probed, so that the 59

relevance of many results from theory and simulations remains 60
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to be demonstrated.61

In this work, we study the size dependence of NVI by62

varying the gap size of the Couette rheometer (13) used to63

measure the viscosity of bacterial suspensions. At the same64

time, we imaged the same samples in a cone-plate rheometer65

(23) to investigate the link to collective motion. Our results66

show that a recent application of active liquid crystal theory to67

bacterial suspensions is untenable, uncover a direct connection68

between NVI and collective motion, and confirm continuum69

kinetic theoretic predictions of the latter’s size dependence.70

Our findings give a firm basis for developing more adequate71

theories for one of the most striking phenomena in active72

matter physics. Below, we first review current theories for73

NVI and collective motion, focussing on what they have to74

say about size dependence, before reporting our results.75

Current theories76

There are two main current theories (22) for bacterial NVI:77

continuum kinetic theory (CKT) of dilute active suspensions,78

and active liquid crystal theory (ALCT) developed to describe79

active systems with underlying nematic order such as dense80

microtubule solutions driven by kinesin motors (24). Both81

theories have recently been applied to sheared bacterial sus-82

pensions (7, 18, 25–27).83

ALCT applied to any system predicts a strong size de-84

pendence traceable back to a bending elasticity term in the85

description of the energetics of all liquid crystals. Passive86

microtubule bundles form a nematic liquid crystal (LC). With87

sufficient motor activity, the system develops spontaneous88

flow, which can be modelled (22) by adding an active stress89

term to the equations of (passive) nematohydrodynamics (28).90

The active stress competes against the LC’s bending elasticity,91

which has energy density ub = 1
2K [n× (∇× n)]2, where n is92

the nematic director and K is a Frank elastic constant (29).93

Between parallel plates separated by H with parallel ordering94

at the plates, ub ∼ K/H2. An H2 dependence permeates95

the theory, reflecting the centrality of orientational elasticity.96

Importantly, the active stress required to set up spontaneous97

flow without external driving also scales as H−2.98

This theory was recently adapted for the rheology of dense99

bacterial suspensions (18). As expected, all of its results100

show size dependence. For example, the theory implies a101

strong enhancement with system-size of the critical shear102

rate γ̇c above which NVI disappears (13). In a suspension103

viscosity η, tumbling of the director commencing at ηγ̇ ∼104

K/H2 suppresses NVI, so that105

γ̇c ∼ K/ηH2. [1]106

Elasticity also determines the form of the ALCT viscosity (18):107

η ≈ η0[1− β(KH−2)−1], [2]108

where β depends on the activity and η0 is the solvent viscosity.109

ALCT also predicts non-linear flow profiles associated with the110

emergence of NVI. ‘Shear banding’ has indeed been observed111

recently in bacterial suspensions, although the link with NVI112

was implied rather than directly established (15).113

Mean-field CKT (7, 25–27), formulated in terms of the114

probability distribution function of the swimmer positions and115

orientations, treats pushers as moving force dipoles. With-116

out external flow, it predicts that homogeneous and isotropic117

Fig. 1. Confinement effect on flow stability and collective motion. Lines: calculated
confined critical volume fraction φc(H), according to continuum kinetic theory using
Eq. 4 and the experimentally measured φc(H = 400 µm) ≈ 0.75% (see Figure 4(i-
j)) as φ∞c . φc(H) defines the boundary between stable (below) and unstable (above)
pusher suspensions for different persistence time τ of the swimmers as indicated
in the legend with speed v = 15 µm s−1. Symbols: experimental observation of
flow with (filled squares) and without (open squares) banding; and with (filled circles)
or without (open circles) large correlation length-scale l, based on rheo-imaging
(squares) and phase-contrast imaging (no flow, circles) respectively. See Figure 4
and related main text for more details. Red: data extracted from (15) at H = 60 µm
(an x-offset is applied to squares for better visualisation).

configurations of infinite systems are linearly unstable above 118

a swimmer volume fraction φ∞c . It is usually thought that 119

this constitutes the threshold for collective motion, although 120

large-scale 3D simulations show a less clear-cut picture (30). 121

Under simple shear, CKT was adapted and a mean-field Smolu- 122

chowski equation solved (27) for straight swimmers undergoing 123

rotational diffusion, yielding a low-shear rate prediction of the 124

viscosity of the suspension. Keeping only the relevant ’active’ 125

contribution and replacing rotational diffusion with tumbling, 126

relevant for our work, we arrive at 127

η

η0
= 1− φ

φ∞c
. [3] 128

This result intimately relates vanishing shear viscosity to the 129

onset of collective motion, albeit only in infinite systems: CKT 130

treats the driving flow as homogeneous and infinite, and is 131

thus insensitive to the size of the system. Moreover, with few 132

exceptions (31, 32), CKT studies of rheology to date have 133

ignored inter-particle interactions. 134

Formulating a CKT in confinement properly is technically
demanding. However the infinite-system results can be used
to estimate how the instability threshold should depend on
H. The linear stability analysis of infinite systems gives the
dependence of the instability eigenvalue on the perturbation
wavelength k (16, 27). The most unstable mode is predicted
to occur at k = 0, so that φ∞c is the critical volume fraction.
To estimate the confined critical volume fraction φc(H), we
set the largest available scale to k = 2π/H, giving

φc(H)
φ∞c

≈ 1 + 3
10

(
2π vτ

H

)
+ 1

5

(
2π vτ

H

)2
, [4]

where v is the bacterial swimming speed and τ is the average 135

duration between two tumble events (see SI Appendix). A 136

similar equation was derived in (17), which explicitly takes 137
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the three experimental setups used (not to scale): (a) Rheo-
imaging setup using cone-plate geometry for visualisation during shear, (b) Couette
cell for bulk rheometry; after (13) and (c) phase contrast imaging without applied
shear.

into account wall-accumulation of bacteria. Figure 1 shows138

the predicted stability boundaries for v = 15 µm s−1 and three139

values of τ (lines) using the experimental measured φc(H =140

400 µm) ≈ 0.75% (see Results & Discussions) as φ∞c . For141

H & 200 µm, the CKT stability boundary is essentially flat,142

so that suspensions below φc ≈ 0.75% are predicted to be143

always stable. However, the calculated stability boundary144

turns sharply upwards at small H, so that at high confinement,145

very much higher cell densities are needed for the onset of146

collective motion.147

Both ALCT and CKT predict η(φ) to be a decreasing148

function, i.e. NVI. Initial fitting of CKT to experimentally-149

measured η(φ) returns a microscopic length of L ≈ 20 µm150

for the bacterial force dipole (13), significantly larger than151

the L ≈ 2 µm inferred from experiments (33). To fit ALCT152

(18), one needs K ∼ 10 pN at φ . 1%, which seems excessive153

in comparison to the ≈ 0.4 pN (33) force scale of bacteria154

swimming. Nevertheless, both theories are consistent with the155

original qualitative picture: shear-induced alignment of either156

single dipoles (CKT) or putative local domains of nematically-157

ordered swimmers (ALCT) activates the canonical NVI mech-158

anism (8). To assess the soundness of the physical bases of159

these approaches therefore requires confrontation with fresh160

experiments probing directly size dependence. Such experi-161

ments would also help to establish a connection between the162

onset of collective motion and vanishing of the shear viscosity163

that was established theoretically (7, 17), but has never been164

verified experimentally. We now report such experiments.165

Results & Discussions166

Experimental details are given in Materials and Methods.167

Rheoimaging was performed using a cone-plate rheometer168

with bespoke optics for epi-fluorescence imaging (23), Fig. 2(a),169

while bulk rheometry was performed in a cylindrical (Cou-170

ette) geometry with variable gap size, H (13), Fig. 2(b). Our171

cone-plate rheometer is not sensitive enough to determine172

the lower-than-water viscosities in NVI bacterial suspensions,173

but velocity profiles of the swimmers can be determined un-174
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Fig. 3. The viscosity of E. coli suspensions as a function of shear rate, η(γ̇), at gap
sizes H = 240, 500 and 730 µm for φ = (a) 0.2%, (b) 0.4%, and (c) 0.75%. (d)
The measured viscosity at γ̇ ≈ 0.04 s−1 for three bacterial concentrations (symbols)
compared to the predictions (color-matched) of ALCT (lines) using parameters from
(18) and a cell volume VB = 1.4 µm3 (34) and buffer viscosity η0 = 0.90 cP.

der conditions essentially identical to those used in Couette 175

rheometry. 176

Before performing either Couette rheometry or rheoimaging, 177

we always sealed ≈ 150 µL of the sample into 400 µm-high 178

glass capillaries to monitor the onset of collective motion. 179

Observations were carried out in a Nikon TE2000 inverted 180

microscope with a PF 10×, N.A. 0.3 phase contrast objective, 181

which allowed a large field of view (≈ 700 µm×700 µm). Movies 182

were analyzed using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). 183

We used a fluorescent motility wild type strain of E. coli, 184

AD21, dispersed in a minimal medium that prevented growth, 185

but enabled motility for the time of the experiment (typically 186

0.5 h). Cell concentrations were determined by spectropho- 187

tometry and the relation between the measured optical density 188

(OD) and cell number density was calibrated against cell count- 189

ing. The corresponding volume fraction was calculated using 190

a measured average cell body volume of VB = 1.4 µm3 (34). 191

Size dependence of viscosity reduction. Figure 3 displays the 192

viscosity of E. coli suspensions as a function of the shear rate γ̇ 193

for three different φ, each at three gap sizes, H =240, 500 and 194

730 µm. The η(γ̇) data at the two higher bacterial densities 195

are similar to those reported before (13) at H = 500 µm. At 196

the lowest density, our apparatus could not reach the low- 197

shear plateau. At all three cell densities, the viscosity data 198

overlap over our range of gap sizes, 240 ≤ H ≤ 730 µm. The 199

predicted order-of-magnitude shift in γ̇c between H = 240 µm 200

and 730 µm, Eq. 1, is clearly absent, Fig. 3(a)-(c). The striking 201

disagreement between ALCT and our data can also be brought 202

out by comparing the measured and predicted viscosities at 203

the lowest experimental shear rate, γ̇ ≈ 0.04 s−1, Fig. 3(d). 204

Although we cannot rule out weak size-dependence given the 205

experimental noise, our results are inconsistent with the H−2- 206

dependence predicted by ALCT (18). Note that theory (lines) 207

and experiments (symbols) agree at the single, previously- 208

used, gap size of H = 500 µm, but clearly disagree at the 209

other two gap sizes. This underlines the crucial importance 210

of probing size dependence in theory-experiment comparisons. 211

Martinez et al. PNAS | November 21, 2019 | vol. XXX | no. XX | 3
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We conclude that ALCT (18) is not applicable to bacteria212

suspensions at our cell densities. There is no evidence for any213

bending elasticity, let alone the strong elasticity (K ∼ 10 pN)214

inferred by fitting to data at a single H (18).215

Non-linear velocity gradients and collective motion. At γ̇ ≈216

0.04 s−1, we find as before (13) that η(φ) decreases linearly217

for H = 500 µm, Fig. 4(a). Results for the other two gap sizes218

and additional shear rate values can be found in SI Appendix219

(Fig. S2). No significant systematic dependency with H is220

observed over the volume fraction range. At φ & 0.75%, η re-221

mains approximately constant with φ. Irrespective of whether222

η actually reaches zero at φ ≈ 0.75%, this density clearly223

marks the transition between two regimes. We probed this224

transition using rheoimaging, which yielded velocity profiles225

such as shown in Fig. 4(b-g).226

At φ . 0.75%, velocity gradients are linear within ex-227

perimental uncertainties. Above this density, pronounced228

non-linearities develop in the confinement gap. To quantify229

this transition, we calculated the standard deviations σ of230

∆Vx(z) = Vx(z) − γ̇appz over the entire z range, where the231

applied shear rate was obtained from γ̇app = Vx(zcone)/zcone,232

Fig. 4(h). Taken together, the data from five different experi-233

ments suggest that σ stays at a noise floor of ≈ 0.43 at low234

cell densities until φ ≈ 0.75%, and then rises, consistent with235

where the density at which the low-η data extrapolates to zero.236

Importantly, visual inspection revealed large-scale correlated237

motions above this cell concentration. However, the small field238

of view in our setup (≈ 180 µm × 90 µm) ruled out reliable239

PIV on our rheoimaging data sets.240

Instead, we quantitatively analysed data from parallel imag-241

ing studies in sealed capillaries (no flow) and observed large-242

scale collective motion at φ & 0.75% manifested as vortices243

spanning a large fraction of the field of view, Fig. 4(i,j). We244

calculated the velocity correlation function,245

c(r) =

〈〈
~V
(
~r + ~R, t

)
.~V
(
~R, t
) 〉

~R
−
〈
~V
(
~R, t
) 〉2

~R〈
~V
(
~R, t
)2 〉

~R
−
〈
~V
(
~R, t
) 〉2

~R

〉
t

, [5]246

using PIV at various bacterial densities, where ~V (r) is the247

unit velocity vector at position ~r, Fig. 4(k). A characteristic248

length-scale l for which c(l) ≈ 1/e, Fig. 4(l), is extracted,249

which abruptly increases at φ ≈ 0.75%, marking the onset of250

correlated motion.251

Our rheoimaging setup was not sensitive enough to measure252

NVI directly. However, the flow profile at φ > 0.75% measured253

in a cone-plate geometry is nearly flat near the stationary254

bottom plate, Fig. 4(c-g), which therefore experiences only255

small shear stress. This is further confirmed by the observation256

of a small but non-zero viscosity in the collective motion regime.257

Translated to the Couette cell used to measure bulk viscosities,258

this would be equivalent to null torque on the stationary inner259

cylinder and therefore a zero viscosity, corroborating the actual260

Couette rheometry finding of zero or very low viscosities at261

these concentrations, Fig. 4(a). We can therefore say with262

some confidence that the low-shear viscosity decreasing to263

zero at φ ≈ 0.75% appears to be correlated with the onset of264

non-linear velocity gradients and the emergence of large scale265

correlated motion Fig. 4(a,h,k).266

Size dependence of collective motion. Our observation of a267

non-linear shear regime can be compared to a recent report268

of ‘shear-banding’ by Guo et al. (15), which however was not 269

accompanied by parallel visual observations and viscosity mea- 270

surements, so that it is unclear whether their ‘banding’ is 271

associated with either NVI or collective motion. If we never- 272

theless assume such association, then their results differ signifi- 273

cantly from ours in one important quantitative respect. Guo et 274

al. reported collective motion only at & 3.2×1010 cells/ml, cor- 275

responding to φ ≈ 4.5% assuming Vb = 1.4 µm3, which is con- 276

siderably higher than our critical concentration of φc ≈ 0.75%. 277

This discrepancy is likely due to system-size dependence: 278

generally, Guo et al. worked at much higher confinement 279

(H = 60 µm) than in our experiments. 280

Measurements of the bulk viscosity in our Couette cell 281

display little size dependence in the range 240 ≤ H ≤ 730 µm, 282

Fig. 3. It was, however, not possible to decrease the gap size 283

below 240 µm in this device. Observations at smaller gaps were, 284

however, possible in our rheoimaging setup. Indeed, because 285

we utilised a cone-plate geometry, shearing at a continuum of 286

gap heights could be studied in a single experiment simply by 287

moving the monitoring position radially. For φ ≈ 1.5%, we 288

observed strongly non-linear velocity gradients at H ≈ 200 µm 289

and H ≈ 170 µm, but linearity at H ≈ 100 µm. 290

In Fig. 1 we compare the predicted CKT stability bound- 291

aries against our measurements. The threshold for τ = 2±0.5 s 292

credibly accounts for three data sets: our observation of the 293

onset of collective motion in quiescent (γ̇ = 0) cell suspensions 294

sealed in capillaries, our observation of the onset of non-linear 295

flow profiles in cone-plate rheoimaging at γ̇ = 0.04 s−1, the 296

observation by Guo et al. (15) of the onset of collective motion 297

and of ‘banded’ states at γ̇ = 0.16 s−1. 298

Summary & Conclusions 299

To summarize, we have studied NVI, non-linear flow and collec- 300

tive motion in suspensions of motile E. coli bacteria at cell den- 301

sities up to φ . 1.5% using a combination of bulk rheometry, 302

rheo-imaging, single-cell tracking and PIV. We find that the 303

reduction of the bulk viscosity to zero at φc ≈ 0.75% coincides, 304

within experimental accuracy, with the appearance of non- 305

linear flow and the onset of collective motion when the swim- 306

mers are confined to a gap in the range 170 ≤ H ≤ 730 µm. 307

The independence of the measured viscosity with gap H rules 308

out the applicability of ALCT (18) to bacterial suspensions 309

of this kind, showing that the nematic orientational elasticity 310

assumed in this treatment is absent. The stability boundary 311

for sheared E. coli suspensions within a CKT framework is 312

shown to be consistent with our observations of the onset of 313

collective motion and non-linear velocity gradients in the range 314

100 ≤ H ≤ 400 µm as well as recent observations at the even 315

higher confinement of H = 60 µm (15). 316

This success of CKT prompts us to revisit a previous com- 317

parison of this theory with NVI experiment (13), which found 318

that fitting η(φ) data to this theory required a dipolar length 319

for the pushers that was an order of magnitude larger than 320

the experimental value. The source of this discrepancy lies in 321

the fact that the version of CKT used in this comparison (27) 322

was for swimmers whose swimming direction decorrelates due 323

to rotational Brownian motion, while the swimmers used in 324

the corresponding experiments (and in this work) are run-and- 325

tumblers that decorrelate due to sudden directional changes. 326

A comparison taking this into account fits our data. 327

Our work demonstrates an intimate relationship between 328
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Fig. 4. (a) The viscosity of E. coli suspensions measured with a gap H = 500 µm at a shear rate γ̇ ≈ 0.04s−1, as a function of volume fraction, normalised to the
viscosity of the buffer η0(cserine) = (0.87 + 2.7× 10−4cserine) cP, with cserine the concentration of serine used to prepare the solutions. The grey area defines the presence
of large-scale collective motion, observed above φc ≈ 0.75% (vertical dashed line), as characterised in Fig. 4(i-l). (b-g) Examples of velocity profiles measured using
rheoimaging in cone-plate geometry of bacterial suspensions at progressively higher volume fraction φ, as indicated, and for γ̇ ≈ 0.04s−1 and H = 170 µm. (h) Standard
deviation σ of ∆Vx(z) = Vx(z) − γ̇appz over the entire z range, with the applied shear rate γ̇app = Vx(zcone)/zcone, as a function of volume fraction. Open and filled
symbols indicate linear and non-linear flow profile, respectively, for H = 100 µm (red), 170 µm (black, each symbol corresponds to an independent experimental campaign),
and 200 µm (blue). Grey area defines the linear flow range based on an arbitrary threshold of σ . 0.43. (i,j) Examples of velocity vectors from PIV at two φ (i) below and (j)
above φc ≈ 0.75%. Image width is≈ 700 µm. (k) Velocity correlation functions c(r) calculated from Eq. 5 and averaged over 5 . t . 15 min at various φ measured via
PIV analysis of phase-contrast microscopy videos of cell suspensions in sealed capillaries with H = 400 µm. Error bars are± one standard deviation representative of the
time-dependency. (l) Characteristic length l(φ) for which c(l, φ) ≈ 1/e.

the onset of collective motion and vanishing of the viscosity. It329

has previously been shown (17, 35–37) that collective motion330

is very sensitive to the geometry of the system. Future work331

is required to establish whether the relationship reported in332

this work holds in the general case.333

Taken together, our experiments show that the emergence334

of ‘superfluidity’ in bacterial suspensions is correlated with the335

onset of non-linear flow and collective motion, and that CKT is336

able to explain the magnitude of NVI as well as the system size337

dependence of flow instabilities. These findings demonstrate338

the value of performing bulk and single-cell measurements in339

parallel in studying some of the most striking phenomena in340

active matter.341

Materials and Methods342

Bacteria growth protocol. We cultured a strain of E.coli K12 derived343

from AB1157, which we have described previously (38). Here we344

have further modified this strain, now called AD21, to include a345

plasmid which expresses yellow fluorescent protein (YFP), there- 346

fore all growth media were supplemented with chloramphenicol 347

(25 µg ml−1). Briefly, an overnight culture of AD21 was obtained by 348

inoculating a single colony into 10 mL of LB followed by incubation 349

at 30 ◦C/200 rpm for 16-18 h. Next day this was inoculated into 350

35 mL of TB medium (1:100 dilution) which was incubated for 4 h 351

(30 ◦C/200 rpm) to obtain a late exponential phase culture. At 352

this stage cells were harvested and concentrated by gentle filtration 353

(0.45 µm HATF filter; Millipore). This concentrated culture was 354

washed by successive resuspension into 35 mL of motility buffer (MB, 355

pH = 7.0, 6.2 mM K2HPO4, 3.8 mM KH2PO4, 67 mM NaCl, and 0.1 356

mM EDTA) followed by filtration from one to three times to yield 1- 357

2 mL of cells at high density φ ≈ 1.0−1.5%. Suspensions at different 358

φ were prepared with MB supplemented, prior to experiments, with 359

serine in the range 20-150 mM depending on φ to promote anaerobic 360

motility. To some experiments, we added dialyzed polyvinylpyrroli- 361

done (0.01%w, molecular weight 360k, Sigma Aldrich) to prevent 362

cell adhesion to surfaces but did not observe significant changes 363

than without. Suspensions with a volume of ≈ 400 µL, ≈ 1 mL, and 364

≈ 150 µL were then used for rheoimaging (Edinburgh), bulk rheology 365

(Orsay), and phase-contrast imaging (both), respectively. Volume 366

fractions φ were obtained by converting measurement of optical 367

densities (OD) using a range of spectrophotometers, and assuming 368
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a bacterium volume VB = 1.4 µm3 (34). Each spectrophotometer369

was calibrated based on viable plate count (38). Additionally, we370

monitored, in some cases, the time-dependency of bacterial motility371

by measuring the swimming speed using Differential Dynamic Mi-372

croscopy (38, 39). This allowed us to define an experimental time373

window of ≈ 30 min over which motility is approximately constant374

for the densest suspensions.375

Bulk rheometry. Experiments were carried out in a cylindrical low-376

shear Couette geometry (13), Fig. 2(b). An inner cup (radius377

Ri = 5.5 mm) is suspended by a torsion wire inside an outer cup of378

radius Ro = Ri +H (H = 240, 500 and 730 µm). The latter rotates379

with speed ω, setting the shear rate γ̇. The torque T needed to keep380

the inner cylinder stationary is measured and converted into stress.381

The ratio gives the viscosity η, which is therefore a surrogate for382

the stress at the inner cylinder.383

To obtain the viscosity plots in Figure 3, we used the same384

protocol as in (13). The outer cup was first filled with a small385

volume of the suspension (∼ 1 mL), and then the inner cup was386

set into place. After 30 s of rest, the inner cup was rotated for 30 s387

at a steady state shear rate. The rotation was then stopped for388

30 s. For some of the measurements performed with the highest389

concentrations, the steps were maintained for 60 s for the lowest390

shear rates. These steps were repeated with increasing shear rate391

values. We have improved our previous data analysis procedure (13).392

The signals were automatically analysed by a routine implemented393

in Matlab. The average viscosity during one measurement was394

obtained by removing the zero shear baseline measured from a395

linear fit based on the instrumental signal obtained before and after396

the corresponding applied shear. The error bars in Fig. 3 correspond397

to the root-mean-square values of the signal for each independent398

measurements. The error bars in fig. 4 represent the reproducibility399

of measurements performed at the same bacterial concentration but400

for different experimental campaigns, i.e. different days and bacterial401

batch suspensions, and thus include variability in suspension activity402

and rheometer settings (e.g. apparatus alignment is performed403

manually).404

Rheoimaging. Experiments were performed using a cone-plate ge-405

ometry, Fig. 2(a), (θ = 1°, radius rc = 20 mm) connected to an406

AR2000 rheometer (TA Instruments) (23), with bespoke optics for407

epi-fluorescence imaging. In this set-up, the resulting torques are408

too weak to determine the suspension viscosity, however the bacteria409

velocity profiles can be determined in conditions essentially similar410

to the bulk rheometry measurements.411

The sample was imaged through a microscope coverslip serving412

as the bottom plate using a custom build imaging module in epi-413

fluorescence mode (see Fig. 2 for a schematic). The imaging module414

consists of a blue LED (M470L2, Thorlabs), a GFP filter cube415

(LED-FITC-A, Semrock), a water immersion objective (PA60x/1.2416

WI, Nikon) and a fast and sensitive CMOS camera (Orca Flash417

4.0, Hamamatsu). It can be focused at different heights within the418

sample using a piezo objective mount (P-725.4CD, PI) and moved419

manually to well defined radial positions relative to the rotation axis.420

Extra care was taken to avoid bending the bottom coverslip while421

loading the sample and the sample was sealed off with a home-build422

enclosure to minimise solvent evaporation.423

We mostly worked ≈ 10 mm away from the rotation axis, where424

we can monitor the entire height (≈ 170 µm) of the sample, and425

recorded 180 µm× 90 µm movies of 2000 frames at 400 fps or 1000426

frames at 100 fps at various heights at a step size of ∆z = 15 µm.427

Cell bodies showed up as bright features and 2D tracks, in the focal,428

or (x, y), plane were extracted using Trackmate (ImageJ)(40). The429

100-1000 tracks in each data set remaining in the (x, y) plane for430

longer than 0.1 s were extracted . Velocities along the x and y axes431

are measured by deriving smoothed trajectories (smoothing over432

0.1 s using a third-order Savitzky-Golay filter).433

Particle Image Velocimetry. We recorded phase-contrast movies (≈434

40 s-long, PF 10×, N.A. 0.3)) with large field of view (≈ 700 µm×435

700 µm) near the middle of a 400 µm-height capillary to avoid wall436

effect. Approximately 10 to 15 movies were recorded over a period437

of ≈ 15 min shortly after adding the serine, filling and sealing the438

capillary. Each movie was analysed independently with PIV yielding439

one velocity correlation function per movie. We found no systematic440

time-dependency of these correlation functions and thus we averaged 441

these together. The error bars presented in Figure 4k represent ± 442

one standard deviation. We used a standard Matlab Particle image 443

velocimetry software adapted from the PIVLab toolbox (41, 42). 444

The time scale between two successive images is 0.2 s (20 frames). 445

The final metapixel box is 32 × 32pix.2 (≈ 42 × 42 µm2) with a 446

initial half-box size spatial shift. Non-motile fraction of the bacterial 447

solutions was negligible (. 10%) and thus PIV analysis was mostly 448

based on motion of motile cells. 449

Data availability 450

The research data underpinning this publication will be available on 451

the Edinburgh DataShare repository and a DOI link will be added 452

if the paper is accepted. 453
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